Urothelial carcinoma is the most common type of bladder cancer. The majority of urothelial carcinomas are low-grade, papillary, non-muscle invasive bladder cancer (NMIBC) treated by transurethral resection followed by intravesical instillation ([@r1]). The remaining carcinomas consist of high-grade, muscle-invasive tumors that are eligible for cystectomy. A significant proportion of NMIBC recur following TUR, and a minority will progress into high-grade tumors that are either muscle-invasive or metastatic tumor ([@r2]). For NMIBC treated by TUR, diligent follow-up plans are paramount to detect recurrence and progression.

However, the accurate designation of NMIBC that will progress to muscle invasion has yet to be perfected and currently relies on surveillance of regular cystoscopy. Cystoscopy is an invasive procedure causing discomfort to the patients. The long survival of NMIBC patients makes bladder cancer one of the costliest cancers ([@r3]). Costs and patient burden could be reduced by lowering the number of cystoscopies in patients with very low risk NMIBC ([@r4]). At the other end of the prognostic spectrum, additional prognostic indicators that are able to predict a subset of NMIBCs likely to progress are needed to tailor more aggressive surveillance and management. Therefore, risk stratification is imperative for classifying patients with similar risks of recurrence and progression, and it helps to determine the appropriate management protocol for each risk category, and also a personalized follow-up and therapeutic strategy for individual patient. Given the disparate prognoses and treatment plans, a prognostic model involving multiple factors present at initial diagnosis will be helpful.

The European Association of Urology (EAU) has developed guidelines ([@r5]) for the treatment and follow-up of patients with NMIBC to stratify them into low-, intermediate-, and high-risk groups. These guidelines are based on a risk scoring table derived from 2,596 patients from European Organization for Research and Treatment (EORTC) of Cancer trials ([@r2]). With six clinicopathological factors (number of tumors, tumor size, prior recurrence rate, T stage, carcinoma in situ (CIS) and 1973 WHO grade), a concordance index of 0.66 for predicting recurrence and 0.75 for predicting progression at 5 years could be achieved.

The main limitation of the EORTC risk tables is that the patients were recruited between 1979 and 1989; hence they were mostly treated with intravesical chemotherapy regimens differing from current practice. For example, the use of a single, immediate chemotherapeutic instillation, induction and maintenance BCG, and repeat transurethral resection of the bladder tumor were not considered in the development of these risk tables ([@r1]). Improvements in chemotherapy administration, in addition to the increased use of BCG, may reduce the predictability of these tables. In addition, very few cases of CIS were included in the studies that would weaken its predictive power.

The EORTC table requires clinical information not necessarily available for every patient, such as tumor multiplicity and size, the information of which could only be acquired through detailed documentation by surgeons. Whether the surgeon performs biopsy on non-tumorous part of mucosa will affect the determination of the presence of concomitant CIS. The EORTC table adopts old 1973 WHO grading system, while the grading system has been revised since 2004 WHO classification ([@r6]). Unfortunately, there are no one-by-one translations between the new and old grades ([@r1]). Although the EORTC table has been widely used in Europe, it has not gained full acceptance in the United States and elsewhere as yet.

With better understanding about tumor biology and assistance of state-of-the-art technologies, molecular markers have been extensively evaluated as adjuncts for the purposes of classification and prognostication. Identification of highly sensitive and specific biomarkers for prediction of outcome for patients with NMIBC is of utmost clinical importance. Tumors with similar histopathological characteristics can have widely different molecular features and may belong to distinct molecular subgroups with different clinical risks. Consequently, clinically useful molecular tests for stratifying patients to treatment and follow-up regimens beyond well-established clinical risk factors are greatly needed. These molecular markers are expected to reflect genetic and phenotypic hallmarks more directly than histomorphology, and the results of the tests can be interpreted by more objective criteria than histopathology which is often subject to inter-observer variation.

It has been well established that bladder tumors arise through at least two divergent mechanisms ([@r7]). Somatic mutations in the *FGFR3* accompanied by losses of chromosome 9 are more frequent in low-grade NMIBC, while *TP53* mutations are associated with high-grade, muscle-invasive bladder cancer ([@r8],[@r9]). Other gene mutations or dysregulation including tumor suppressor genes, oncogenes, cell cycle regulators, growth factors and receptors, cell adhesion molecules, and homeostatic modulators may confer additional growth advantage to the tumors ([@r10],[@r11]). Some of the markers may have prognostic impact as demonstrated in small series; however, they are rarely discriminatory enough for clinical use as individual markers. On the other hand, combining the makers with clinical data into a combinatory score may enhance the prognostic power. An immunohistochemical panel consisting of Ki-67, p53, cyclin D1, COX2 and HSP27 can segregate a subset with high aberrant index from non-invasive and focally invasive NMIBC that behaves as aggressive as those with extensive invasion. Thus, the biomarker testing can discern an aggressive subset of NMIBC even before the tumors manifest recognizable extensive lamina propria invasion ([@r12]).

Microarray and integrated next generation sequencing provide efficient platforms for simultaneous examination of a huge number of genes. Dyrskjøt *et al.* used cDNA microarray to delineate a 45-gene signature for high likelihood of muscle-invasive progression in NMIBC ([@r13]). Later in a multicenter study they developed 52-gene, 88-gene, and 68-gene classifiers to correlate with pathologic stage, progression and CIS, respectively ([@r14]). Fristrup *et al.* further chose four crucial markers (cyclin D1, MCM7, TRIM29, UBE2C) from the dataset to predict progression by using immunohistochemistry. The four-marker panel could separate patients with NMIBC into 3-tier risk groups ([@r15]). These signatures were transferred into a 12-gene real-time quantitative polymerase chain reaction (PCR) assay that differentiated high versus low risk, and was validated in a multicenter prospective study ([@r16]).

Alternately, several studies have attempted molecular classification. Lindgren *et al.* employed hierarchical cluster analyses on cDNA array to identify two intrinsic molecular subtypes that showed significant correlation with disease-free survival ([@r17]). Using global gene expression analysis, Sjödahl *et al.* discerned 28 markers to classify urothelial carcinoma into urothelial-like, genomically unstable, basal/SCC-like, mesenchymal-like, and small-cell/neuroendocrine-like subtypes ([@r18],[@r19]), that roughly corresponded to low-grade papillary, high-grade, squamous, sarcomatoid and neuroendocrine differentiation. Choi *et al.* defined a distinct luminal type enriched with activating *FGFR3* mutations, and a basal type which is characterized by squamous differentiation and basal subtypes ([@r20]). The basal type was associated with shorter survival than the luminal type. The Cancer Genome Atlas Research Network ([@r21]) meanwhile disclosed similar findings (called papillary-like and basal/squamous-like). Although these analyses investigated bladder cancer as a whole, the observations can be applied to NMIBC also. Even the tumor initially presents in Ta/T1, an unfavorable outcome is foreseen if the tumor expresses an aggressive molecular signature.

The article of van Kessel *et al.* ([@r22]) discussed in this editorial is a timely one. The strength of the cohort is its large sample size, its prospective nature, and its multi-institutional and multinational character (1,239 patients in 6 European countries). The markers the authors analyzed included *GATA2*, *TBX2*, *TBX3*, and *ZIC4* for methylation status and *FGFR3*, *TERT*, *PIK3CA*, and *RAS* for mutation status. The methylation markers were chosen according to a previous genome-wide analysis of CpG island methylation in bladder cancer ([@r23]). The findings were integrated into the EORTC table. The combination of EAU risk category, *FGFR3* mutation status, *GATA2*, and *TBX3* methylation status resulted in an overall concordance of 0.76, that was higher than the 0.72 of biomarker alone, and the 0.70 of EAU risk category alone. The authors proposed to refine the EAU risk category. By the use of *GATA2* and *FGFR3*, the EAU high-risk group could be reclassified into a good class (*GATA2* unmethylated, *FGFR3* mutated), a poor class (*GATA2* methylated, *FGFR3* wild type) and an otherwise moderate class; thus these patients could be assigned to different management strategies accordingly. It demonstrates that molecular testing is not just of academic interest, but truly has contribution in clinical management.

Some issues of the study should be addressed. The authors aimed at improving the EAU guideline and have succeeded to attain the goal by adding those molecular markers. However, the limitations inherited in the pre-existing EORTC table were not resolved. The study mainly focused on the EAU high-risk group. The alterations of the makers in the cases which progressed into muscle invasion in the EAU low- and intermediate-risk groups were not revealed. Is it possible that those progressors actually represented the poor class imprecisely allocated to the low/intermediate-risk categories? Therefore, these markers might still have merit to test for the low/intermediate-risk groups. Moreover, the markers might not necessarily be the optimal ones. Novel biomarkers which are more potent may replace the current ones in the future.

Finally, the benefit of a prognostic model must be weighed against the cost and labor of the tests. For practical consideration, the number of variables in the model had better be kept as few as possible yet without sacrificing the robustness. Microarray gene expression profiling and experiments on dozens of genes are difficult to translate into clinical tools given the complexity of the assays that require time and expertise. Such demanding tests are beyond the capacity of ordinary clinical and pathologic laboratories so they can only be undertaken in central laboratories or commercial companies that unavoidably entail much inconvenience and expenditure. The study of van Kessel *et al.* is impressive for the required markers were cut down to merely two (*GATA2* and *FGFR3*). The authors claimed that those assays are inexpensive; yet I still have concern over the feasibility of the assays (bisulfate-specific PCR, SNaPshot, etc.) in usual laboratories. Given the large case burden of NMIBC, I doubt that many laboratory directors are willing to implement the tests for routine use even restricting to the high-risk group. Despite these limitations, van Kessel and colleagues have offered a sound approach for constructing a prognostic model that incorporates molecular markers, and opened an avenue especially toward precision medicine.
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